Mini Acoustic Resonance Clarifier™
Please read this manual in its entirety before setting up the Mini-ARCH.
Thank you for purchasing Gingko Audio’s patent-pending Mini Acoustic Resonance Clarifier™ (ARCH™). The ARCH’s
unique shape, construction, and design features will give you many options to transform and enhance the sound of
your audio system.
The original ARCH was designed primarily for speakers. The Mini-ARCH model is designed for audio components
such as amplifiers, preamps, CD players, turntables, etc.
A Mini-ARCH set consists of 12 individual bases, each with a weight-bearing limit of 5 lbs. Three Mini-ARCH bases
can support a component weighing up to 15 lbs.; four bases can support a component weighing a maximum of 20
lbs. For heavier components, you may double- or triple-stack the Minis: Four double-stacked Minis will hold a
component weighing up to 30 lbs.; four triple-stacked Minis will hold a component weighing a maximum of 40 lbs.
For even heavier components, we offer the Super-ARCH, sold in sets of 8 bases, each of which can hold 30 lbs.
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
To hear how the Mini-ARCH improves your system, establish a base for comparison by picking favorite music tracks
that you frequently play on your current system. Place the Mini-ARCH bases under the feet of your component
and replay the tracks. Listen for improvements in sound clarity, transient attacks, expansion of the soundstage
width and depth, bass performance, and overall transparency.
If the improvements are significant, sit back and enjoy the music for at least a week to let yourself become familiar
with the new “ARCH sound.” Then remove the Mini-ARCH bases and see if you miss them. We offer a 30-day
money back guarantee on all the ARCH models. If you are not convinced that they provide significant
improvements to your sound, simply return them for a refund minus shipping cost.
We recommend using the ARCH in its convex shape (curve facing down) under heavy components such as
amplifiers, and experimenting with the concave shape (curve facing up) under lighter components. Pick the option
you like best – both sound-wise and aesthetically.
The ARCHs are warrantied against manufacturer’s defects for 90 days after purchase. Keep them away from
moisture or a high humidity environment, which may weaken their wood-based structure.
For questions, contact us at gingko@gingkoaudio.com. Do give us feedback on your experience using the ARCH.
You may also register your ARCH products on the Gingko Audio web site, www.gingkoaudio.com.

